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We study what’s working in grocery



We specialize in brand-building & package design 



We specialize in brand-building & package design 



We specialize in brand-building & package design 



Great products are the price of admission.

   - Better at communicating what they 
      make and why they matter.

   - Great brands that earn the attention 
      of a busy world.
 
   - Killer packaging that wins sales at shelf.

Common DNA of emerging grocery brands





How these products made it to my fridge:

   - Nostalgia
   - Peer recommendations
   - Price
   - Appetite
   - Demo’s, marketing
   - Distribution
   - Packaging

What shapes purchase decisions?



75% 
of purchase 

decisions are 
determined 

at shelf.

Packaging’s influence on sales

10 seconds
The average time a shopper spends 

in a category before making a 
purchase decision.

3 seconds
The average time a shopper holds 
a package before deciding to buy 

or not to buy.



The universal actions that are a part of every purchase in a store.  

The Shopper Journey



HOW TO CLOSE SALES AT SHELF
Expo West, 2017
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WINNING THE EYE
CREATING CONTRAST AT SHELF

Shopper Journey Phase 1



Shopper shows up to shelf:

Aims their attention toward the 
category at a distance of 3-4’.

82% of packaging in a category isn’t 
noticed or recalled.

The shopper can’t buy what the eye 
doesn’t see.

Winning the Eye



 Big Iconic Visuals

Go big or go home.

Give the eye stimuli to focus on.

What’s your visual bullseye?

Own the largest visual at shelf.

Winning the Eye



What should your visual symbolize?

What ideas should it provoke?

Epic
 - Unexpected
 - Product defining
 - Value proposition

Winning the Eye

 Big Iconic Visuals



Words have feelings too!

TaDah!
 - Bold, expressive lettering
 - Emotive appeal
 - Brand recall

Winning the Eye

 Big Iconic Visuals



Less is more.

Big iconic visuals are useless 
without isolation/space.

Ban clutter:
 - Incorporate breathing room
 - Avoid copy/graphic overlap
 - Border patrol
 - Create lockups

 Visual Relief

Winning the Eye



McDougall’s vs Namaste
 - Designated space for content
 - Overlap vs. solid background
 - Top down, centered messaging

 Visual Relief

Winning the Eye



Quinn vs Newman’s Own
 - Escape routes
 - Natural reading order
 - Selective use of color

 Visual Relief

Winning the Eye



When designing layout:

Consider shelf environment and 
competitors.  

Clean up the category.

 Visual Relief

Winning the Eye



Color is a competitive decision

The eye registers and gravitates 
toward color anomalies at shelf.

What are the color norms in your 
category, how can you disrupt them?

 Color

Winning the Eye



Angie’s:
 - Punchy, eye-grabbing combos
 - 2-tone
 - Full wall of color, fewer color breaks

 Color

Winning the Eye



Pack structures tell stories.

Shoppers are drawn to unique 
shapes at shelf.

Does your unique product have to 
be sold in a commodity package?

Break the mold:
 - Drive attention at shelf
 - Increase value perceptions
 - Convey differentiation

 Structure

Winning the Eye



4 Principles to Remember:
 - Big visuals
 - Declutter
 - Introduce new colors
 - Pursue structural innovation

Where to start:
 - Look at the shelf from a hurried shopper’s perspective.  
 - What stands out?
 - Take inventory of competitive pack strategies at shelf.
 - Register common color cues, shapes.
 - What are your pathways to disrupt and win attention?

Winning the Eye

 Recap
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WINNING THE HEART
CREATING EMOTIONAL PULL AT SHELF

Shopper Journey Phase 2



Shopper momentarily locks 
eyes with your package.

Moves toward packaging they’re 
emotionally attracted to.

What emotional connections can you 
create at shelf? 

½ the buying equation.

Winning the Heart



Design is the art of curating meaning

Maya Kaimal:
 - Authenticity (patternwork) 
 - Flavor (vibrant colors)
 - Premium (ornate lattering)

Spicy Nothings:
 - Commodity presentation
 - Inconsequential accents

Winning the Heart



Custom design makes for 
unmistakable packaging.

Motherlode:
 - Rustic (distressed) 
 - Strong (pioneer, caps lettering)
 - Origin (western, rocky mountain)

Schultz’s:
 - Illegible (red on red on red)
 - Generic (clip art, overused pepper)
 - Juxtaposed (gourmet & mtn)

Winning the Heart



Own something uncommon.

Harmless Harvest:
 - Carefully crafted (hands, name)
 - Honest (straightforward layout)

Others:
 - Tropical saturation
 - Same old coconuts
 - Common colors

Winning the Heart



Winning the Heart

What does my brand stand for? 
Start with brand positioning, what’s your brand about?
 - Make a list (no product promises or attributes)
      - History, founder’s story, company origin, mission, passion
 - Filter it
      - Is it Ownable?
      - Is it Meaningful?
      - Choose one idea

How will it translate into iconic design?
 - Choose a design theme that represents the brand.
 - Symbols, patternwork.
 - Juicy details, colors, fonts, iconography
 - Try to ignore the first ideas that come to mind.
 - Aim for custom and clever.

 Recap



Kor Shots Before:
 - Static
 - Cold
 - Basic, forgettable

Kor Shots After:
 - Chill Vibes
 - Malibu state-of-mind
 - Vibrational

Winning the Heart

Booth #M812 

Before
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WINNING THE MIND
APPEALING TO LOGIC AT SHELF

Shopper Journey Phase 3



One-on-one with your packaging.

You have 3 seconds with an ADD shopper.

The most effective and efficient 
communicator wins.

Hierarchy decisions:
 - What do you want the shopper to see?
 - What does the shopper want to find?

     - What’s the product?
     - How does it fit into my life?
     - What’s the benefit of buying you?

Winning the Mind



Winning the Mind

Start with product and 
category context.

What does the category curate?

What do shoppers already know?

What words are they most 
commonly seeking out?

Muir Glen:
 - Tomato is assumed
 - Shopper seeks SKU variety
 - #1 element on pack
 - Shortcircuits sales process
 - 3 lockups



Winning the Mind

Be Selective

What’s the least you could ask the 
shopper to read and understand?

Start designing there.

Stonewall:
 - Exciting flavor
 - Brand
 - Standards
 *The art says the rest



Winning the Mind

Complimetary Communication

How can words and visuals team up to 
lead the eye to understanding?

Forager:
 - Beauty in efficiency
 - “we’ll spare you the details”
 - Highlights distinguishing trait 
 - Product imagery says the rest



Winning the Mind

How should you start the 
conversation?

What’s the most useful or valuable 
thing you could share to earn 3 
more seconds?

Buck traditional hierarchy when:
 - Entirely new concept.
 - New solve for old staple/tradition.
 - Product comes with a learning curve.
 - People have to change minds/behavior.
 - Everyone uses the same hierarchy.



Big picture:
 - List everything you could say.
 - Set hierarchy, what should the shopper see 1st, 2nd, 3rd?
 - Then figure out how you should say it.
     - Choice words.
     - Create lockups.
     - Weight and space accordingly.

Some things to remember:
 - Look at your packaging from the perspective of a hurried shopper. 
 - What motives, expectations, biases are they bringing?
 - Communicate bigger, faster, better.
 - Hack the category leader for insights.
 - What are your pathways to disrupt and win attention?
 - The Dr. Bronners of the world are few and far between.
 - Continously optimize.

 Recap

Winning the Mind

Start with a list:
 - Brand name/logo
 - Product name
 - SKU variety
 - Principal standards & benefits
 - Hero ingredients/flavor
 - SOI, Net Wt.
---------------------------------
 - Tagline?
 - Line or Product name?
 - Product description
 - Usage (serving suggestions,
    instructions, perfect for)
 - Brand blurb?
 - Uncommon headline?



Winning the Mind



Winning the Sale

Contrast Brand Expression Communication

Winning Attention Winning the Heart Winning the Mind



adam@nucleusmaximus.com
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